Abstract: In this paper, we investigate a coordination problem of heterogeneous nonlinear multi-agent systems with prescribed behaviors described by another input-driven system. To overcome the difficulties along with time-varying communication topologies, both common Lyapunov function techniques and distributed observers are employed. Two control protocols are proposed regarding different cases. An example is given to verify their effectiveness.
Introduction
Multi-agent systems have been a hot topic in these years and many fruitful results have been obtained. As one important topic, the consensus-based coordination problem is actively studied due to its numerous applications such as cooperative control of unmanned aerial vehicles, communication among sensor networks, and formation of mobile robots (see [1, 2] and the references therein). Consensus means that a group of agents reaches an agreement on a physical quantity of interest by interacting with their local neighbors. Usually, a (virtual) leader is set up to define this quantity representing target trajectories or tasks.
Consensus of multi-agent systems in the form of integrators has been widely investigated, e.g., [2] . In [3] , the authors proposed a distributed observer-based control law using local information to track an integrator-type leader. Later, this work has been extended to multi-agent systems with a general linear dynamics ( [4, 5] ) under switching topologies. Distributed/cooperative output regulation of multi-agent systems ( [6, 7] has also been proposed to provide a general framework for leader-following consensus. For example, a distributed output regulation problem was solved via a host internal model for nonlinear multi-agent systems in the output feedback form with unity relative degree in [8] .
In most existing results, the quantity to be consensus on is assumed to be a constant or generated by an autonomous leader/exosystem, which may be restrictive or unpractical in some cases. On one hand, the leader can be a driven one in theory, especially when the leader is an uncooperative target or contains unmodeled uncertainties. Similar problems have been investigated by some authors in centralized or one-toone cases, e.g., [9, 10] . On the other hand, in many circumstances, the leader's model is designed by us according to some objectives or from a high level, which is coincide with the classical model matching problem (e.g., [11, 12] ). Also, a hierarchical control problem via abstraction was considered in [13] , which was extended to a distributed version in [14] , where the abstraction is man-made with a tunable input in it. Therefore, it is necessary to study multi-agent control when the leader contains driving inputs.
In fact, a coordinated tracking problem was investigated when the agent dynamics are integrators with inputs in [3] . Later, this problem was further analysed in [15] via a variable structure control law, which was extended to general linear cases ( [16] ) by assuming that the leader and followers share the same dynamics. In [17] , this problem was solved combined with some disturbance decoupling condition when the leader has totally different dynamics from those followers. Nevertheless, there are very few results of this problem for nonlinear multi-agent systems.
The objective of our paper is to solve the coordination problem of general nonlinear multi-agent systems with prescribed input-output behaviors, whose dynamics is totally differ from those of the followers. The contribution of the work is at least twofold:
• We extend the conventional generalized output regulation formulation (refer to [9, 10] ) to its cooperative version for multi-agent systems with a driven leader. In contrast to sufficient conditions and local results in [10] for the single agent case, we provide a necessary condition and global control laws for a class of nonlinear systems. Moreover, it can also be taken as a coordinated version of nonlinear model matching problem ( [12] ).
• We extend the well-studied consensus problem [2, 3] to the case when the leader contains driving inputs and has a dynamics different from those of the non-identical followers. The results are consistent with the existing output regulation results when the leader does not have driving inputs (e.g. [7] ). Also note that, the coordination with prescribed behaviors can be asymptotically achieved, which will provide some theoretical basis for abstraction selection in [14] The rest of this paper is organized as follows. This problem was formulated in Section 2. Then our main results are presented in Section 3, followed by an example in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.
Problem Formulation
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations. Let R n be the n-dimensional Euclidean space, R n×m be the set of n×m real matrices. diag{b 1 , . . ., b n } denotes an n×n diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
T for any column vectors a i (i = 1, . . ., n).
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where We aim to drive all agents to match a prescribed inputoutput behavior described bẏ
where
, and c ∈ R n w 0 . By the term "matching", we mean to construct a proper controller under communication constraints which may be dynamic such that the tracking error e i y i − y r will asymptotically converge to zero independent of v.
Since the prescribed behavior (2) is often man-made according to some planning algorithms (e.g., by optimization) and set up in computers, we assume, with no loss of generality, that it is minimal and has no zero dynamics, i.e., under a suitable coordinate transformation, we have
Unlike in centralized cases, we do not assume the availability of y r to all agents to save resources. An agent can get access to y r unless there is an edge between this agent and the behavior system (2). This makes it much difficult to achieve collective behaviors. To keep consistences, we denote the system (2) as node 0 or a virtual leader in leaderfollowing formulation( [3] ). Associated with this multi-agent system, a dynamic digraph G (see Appendix A) can be defined with the nodes N = {0, 1, ..., N } to describe the communication topology, which may be switching. If the control u i can get access to the information of agent j at time instant t, there is an edge (j, i) in the graph G, i.e., a ij > 0. Also note that a 0i = 0 for i = 1, ..., N , since the leader won't receive any information from the followers. Denote the induced subgraph associated with all followers asḠ.
To make the information of the target trajectory w is reachable, node 0 in G should be globally reachable, and therefore at least one agent in each component ofḠ is connected to the leader. Otherwise, the coordination between the agents and the leader cannot be achieved. We say a communication graph is connected ( [3] ) if the leader (node 0) is reachable from any other node of G and the induced subgraphḠ is undirected. Given a communication graph G, denote H ∈ R N ×N as the submatrix of the Laplacian L by deleting its first row and first column. By Lemma 3 in [3] , H is positive definite if the communication graph is connected. Denote its eigenvalues as
In multi-agent systems, the interconnection graph G may be time-varying. To describe variable topologies, we denote all possible communication graphs as G 1 , . . . , G κ , P = {1, . . . , κ}, and define a switching signal σ : [0, ∞) → P, which is piece-wise constant defined on an infinite sequence of nonempty, bounded, and continuous time-intervals. Assume t i+1 − t i ≥ τ 0 > 0, ∀i, where t i is the ith switching instant and t 0 = 0. Here τ 0 is often called the dwelltime. Therefore, N i and the connection weight a ij (i, j = 0, 1, . . . , N) are time-varying. Moreover, the Laplacian L σ(t) associated with the switching interconnection graph G σ(t) is also time-varying (switched at t i , i = 0, 1, . . .), though it is a time-invariant matrix in each interval [t i , t i+1 ).
In this study, we mainly consider a control law u i of the form
Here the input v is a global command to all agents. When n c = 0, it reduces to a static control law.
The coordination problem of multi-agent systems with a prescribed behavior can be formalized as follows. Given a multi-agent system composed of plant (1), a behavior system (2), find an integers n c i and proper functions [11, 12] ) when N = 1. Another related problem is so-called generalized output regulation ( [9, 10] 
Remark 1 As we have mentioned, this problem resembles somehow the model matching problem (

), and hence this work can be taken as their cooperative versions for nonlinear multi-agent systems under switching topologies.
Remark 2 When v = 0 or d n w 0 = 0, this problem is exactly the existing consensus problem or the more general framework -cooperative output regulation -on a reference output which is assumed to be generated by an autonomous system ( [2, 7] ). Even in this case, we consider switching topologies while only fixed graph case was considered in [7] . [13, 14] . In this way, without reallocating the compensator, we may save much hardware or computation resources.
The following assumption on both the communication graph and agents' dynamics are made to solve this problem. 
Remark 4 Assumption 1 is often used to make sure the connectivity of communication graphs (e.g., [4, 14] ). The relative degree assumption is natural and can be proved to be necessary. In fact, it is also sufficient to solve our problem when N = 1 (see Appendix B for details). Assumption 3 is known as the global Lipschitz condition. When the concerned trajectories are contained in a compact set, this condition can be removed from the smoothness of g i (·).
Main Results
In this section, we constructively propose control laws to solve the coordination problem of multi agents with prescribed behaviors.
Since not all agents are connected to node 0, and even so, only y r is available, the following distributed observer for agent i is employed to estimate w by y r through the communication graph to facilitate our design.
. . , N, and l 0 is a constant matrix to be designed. Lettingη i η i − w and denotingη = col(η 1 , . . . ,η N ) giveṡ
The following lemma shows the effectiveness of this distributed observer.
Lemma 1 Under Assumption 1, there exists a constant vector l 0 such that the system (4) is uniformly exponentially stable in the sense of ||η|| ≤ c 0 e
−λ0t for some positive constants c 0 and λ 0 .
Proof. For this purpose, we only have to determine an l 0 such that, for each i, there exist two constantsc 0i andλ 0i such that ||η i − w|| ≤ c 0i e −λ0it . Note that H σ(t) is positive definite and constant during each interval [t i , t i+1 ) under Assumption 1. We first consider this problem in each interval. Assume σ(t) = p for t ∈ [t i , t i+1 ), there exists a unitary matrix U p such that 
Note that the minimum eigenvalue of H p for all p is welldefined. Denoting it asλ > 0 and taking
Since S T P + P S − 2cc T is negative definite, there exists a positive constantĉ satisfying
Letting
Recalling the dwell-time assumption, this inequality holds for all t.
Note thatη
Tη =η Tη , it follows
The conclusion is readily obtained.
Remark 5
Although η 0 = w appears in (4), y r = c T η 0 will suffice this design. The case when y r = w (i.e. the singleintegrator case) has been partly considered in [3, 4, 7] , while here the leader (2) contains an external input. Additionally, the availability of global command v might be further removed by some adaptive techniques in [17] .
With the help of those distributed observers for the followers, it is natural to replace w by its estimation η i . It is time to provide our first main result.
Theorem 1 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the coordination problem of nonlinear multi-agent systems composed of (1) with a prescribed behavior (2) is solvable by a control law of the following form
where l 0 are defined in Lemma 1 and k 1 , . . . , k n w 0 are selected constants such that the polynomial s
Proof. We have to check the evolution of y i − y r . By (1), (2), (4), and (8), the composite system is as follows.
. . .
Tx i . It followṡ
By Lemma 4.6 in [19] and Lemma 1, we can obtainx i = 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of thex isubsystem. Thus e i will converge to 0 as t → +∞, which completes our proof. Note that z i -subsystem is the internal dynamics of the plant and can be some unmeasurable uncertainties, thus it might not be obtained precisely in many situations. As a result, the direct cancellation technique in control (8) will not be applicable anymore.
To tackle this problem, we provide another control law combined with a compensator to reproduce z i by available information as the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Under Assumptions 1-3, the coordination problem of nonlinear multi-agent systems composed of (1) with a prescribed behavior described by system (2) is solvable by a control law of the form
where l 0 are defined in Lemma 1 and k
are selected constants such that the polynomial s
Proof. Note that the control law (9) is similar with (8) Theorem 1 except an additional observer to reproduce z i for controls. Hence the proof will be split into two steps.
Step 1: We first check the estimation performance of ξ i with respect to z i . In fact, it can be found z i -subsystem is in an output feedback form ( [19] ) with x i as its output. Lettinḡ
Thus, ξ i will exponentially reproduce z i as times goes to infinity.
Step 2: We now check the evolution ofx i =x i − w. Similar as that in Theorem 1, by (1), (2), (4), and (9), the composite system in compact form is as follows. Hence, one can obtaiṅ
is a column vector function whose elements are zero except the n x i -th one. The n
Recalling that ξ i can exponentially reproduce z i and combining Assumption 3 and Lemma 1, we apply Lemma 4.6 in [19] and obtain thatx i = 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of thex i -subsystem. Thus, e i will converge to 0 as t → +∞. Note that these arguments hold for any i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, thus we completes the proof.
Remark 6 A similar problem has been considered in [14] under the formulation of hierarchical control, where the selection of abstraction plays a key role in control design process. Theorem 1 and 2 will provide theoretical basis to select a proper abstraction to achieve better performances.
Examples
We here give an example to illustrate the effectiveness of our design in previous sections.
Consider three nonlinear agents including a controlled damping oscillator, a controlled FitzHugh-Nagumo dynamics, a controlled Van der Pol oscillator, and their prescribed behavior (agent 0) as follows:
Agent 0 :
Agent 2 :
We assume here the interconnection topology is switching between graph G i (i = 1, 2) described by Fig. 1 . The switchings are periodically carried out in the following order {G 1 , G 2 , G 1 , G 2 , · · · } with periods t = 5. By solving the Lyapunov inequality (6), we can choose gain matrices in the controllers to solve this coordination problem.
Conclusions
In this paper, the coordination problem with prescribed behaviors for a class of nonlinear heterogeneous multi-agent systems was formulated and solved. A common quadratic Lyapunov function was constructed along with distributed observers. Two control laws were proposed regarding whether the full-state information was available or not. Future works include nonlinear MIMO multi-agent systems and with more general graphs.
Appendix
A. Graph Notations
A weighted directed graph (or weighted digraph) G = (N , E, A) is defined as follows, where N = {1, . . ., n} is the set of nodes, E ⊂ N × N is the set of edges, and A ∈ R n×n is a weighted adjacency matrix ( [20] ). (i, j) ∈ E denotes an edge leaving from node i and entering node j. The weighted adjacency matrix of this digraph G is described by A = [a ij ] i, j=1,...,n , where a ii = 0 and a ij ≥ 0 (a ij > 0 if and only if there is an edge from agent j to agent i). A path in graph G is an alternating sequence i 1 e 1 i 2 e 2 · · ·e k−1 i k of nodes i l and edges e m = (i m , i m+1 ) ∈ E for l = 1, 2, . . ., k. If there exists a path from node i to node j then node i is said to be reachable from node j. The neighbor set of agent i is defined as
A graph is said to be undirected if
More details can be found in [20] .
B. Necessity of Assumption 2
We consider the full-information case when N = 1. That is, given a class of nonlinear systems as follows:
where x(t) is the n-dimensional plant state, u(t) ∈ R is the plant input, y(t) ∈ R the plant output. The prescribed behavior is given bẏ
where w ∈ R m is its state and v ∈ R the input. Both the system S and S are assumed to be forward-complete. Associated full-information control law is assumed to be of the form
where x c ∈ R nc is the compensated variable. When n c = 0, it reduces to be a static one.
The following lemma depicts the relationship between the solvability of this problem and Assumption 2. 
wherē
andh(x) = h(x) − q(w).
To prove the necessity, we can calculate the derivative of e and derivė
e(t) =L f +gα h(x(t)) + L gβ h(x(t))v(t)
− L s q(w(t)) − L r q(w(t))v from which we see that e can be independent from v only if L gβ h(x) − L r q(w) = 0 for all t such that x(t) is near x 0 . Note that L gβ h(x) = L g h(x)β(x) = 0 by assumptions, one can obtain L r q(w) = 0 around w 0 . Assuming this condition satisfied, we calculate e (2) (t) and get
) must be 0. The same arguments can be repeated for all the higher derivatives of e(t), until we get 
which is the conclusion we want to prove.
Recalling
and
Then, necessarily, for all w near w 0 ,
